PREMIUM JUMP STARTERS
BUILT-IN CHARGER
The ultimate in convenience, .
it never gets lost. Features fully
automatic charging, allowing
the unit to be kept in an always
ready state.

12 VOLT POWER
To power accessories, with .
automatic circuit protection .
to prevent overloads.

HEAVY-DUTY CASE
Impervious to shop fluids,.
it is designed to withstand.
the rigors of everyday.
professional use.

BATTERY VOLT GAUGE
Provides accurate,.
detailed state of.
battery charge.

INDUSTRIAL GRADE CLAMPS
Penetrate corrosion on battery
terminals for maximum power
transfer to the vehicle.

SERVICE COUPON

Our Repair Service Coupon enables a
one-time product repair/refurbishment
after the warranty period for a fixed fee.

HEAVY-DUTY CABLES
Long, heavy-gauge cables.
remain flexible in extreme
temperatures and enable ideal unit
placement during jump starting.

CLORE PROFORMER BATTERY

Jump-N-Carry jump starters feature.
high performance, replaceable Clore PROFORMER
batteries, specifically developed for vehicle.
jump starting applications.

REPLACEMENT BATTERY
Working in the vicinity of a battery is dangerous —
always wear protective eye wear!
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CHARGER/CHARGER CORD
MALE-MALE 12V EXTENSION CORD

TECH TIP:
Like most batteries, the batteries found in jump starters deteriorate if allowed
to sit in a discharged state for extended periods. Charge your jump starter every
90 days when not in use to ensure a long service life.

JNC300XL

JNC4000

JNC660

JNCAIR

900 Peak Amp
1100 Peak Amp
12 Volt Ultra-Portable 12 Volt
Jump Starter
Jump Starter

1700 Peak Amp
12 Volt
Jump Starter

1700 Peak Amp
Jump Starter/
Air Compressor

With its Clore PROFORMER
battery, the ultra-portable
JNC300XL delivers the goods.
It is powerful enough to start
virtually any passenger vehicle.

This great entry-level .
professional unit features
trademark Jump-N-Carry  
ruggedness, reliability and
starting power.

Trusted by professionals the world
around as their go-to jump starter,
the Jump-N-Carry JNC660, .
with its Clore PROFORMER
battery, will not disappoint.

A store anywhere, bring
anywhere unit, it weighs just .
9 lbs. and features a flashlight,
12V outlet and full size clamps.

Features the Clore PROFORMER
battery, specifically designed for
vehicle jump starting, to deliver
peak professional performance
time after time.

Ideal for use in a wide variety .
of jump starting environments,
including automotive, marine .
and industrial – try it once and .
see why so many technicians .
trust only the JNC660.

Legendary Jump-N-Carry .
jump starting performance plus
the convenience of an integrated,
industrial grade Air Delivery
System with 12 ft. air hose and
built-in gauge.

JNC065

JNC100

JNC212

Built-in
ESA1

IN

Extra-long 68” cables and .
Hot Jaw™ clamps allow ideal
placement while jump starting .
and provide maximum power
transfer to vehicle’s battery.

JNC105

JNC105

Built-in  

Built-in

ESA1

ESA1
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